SPANISH LANGUAGE FEATURE FILMS

IN RAYNOR LIBRARY

The following list contains film titles, summaries and format (DVD or VHS video.) For more information about the film or to determine current availability, click on the film’s direct Marqcat record link.

Note: Films noted with location, Raynor Reserves –Video/DVD, are owned by Marquette University Raynor Memorial Libraries and are available for check-out from the Raynor Library Reserve Desk (Raynor Library Lower Level.)

There are some films which list Storage BibCon or Storage as the location. To check these films out, please contact the Raynor Library Circulation Desk (288-7556.) They will retrieve the items from storage so that you may check them out.

A few films may have the location listed as Raynor Reserves – these films are on Reserve for a class and can be checked out for a limited amount of time. Check with the Raynor Reserve Desk to determine length of check-out period.

**De Abajo, Los.** (1987.)
*Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 49.01 VHS.* A violent, passionate, and brutal chronicle of the Mexican Revolution and of Mexican history. In the midst of misery and injustice appeared the face of "Los de abajo" and the feast of those in power became a bloody and destructive orgy.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583257~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583257~S1).

**Abrazos Rotos, Los.** (2010; 2009.)
*RAYNOR RESERVES - Video / DVD PN1997.2.A26 2010 DVD.* Harry Caine, a blind writer, reaches this moment in time when he has to heal his wounds from 14 years back. He was then still known by his real name, Mateo Blanco, and directing his last movie.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3022380~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3022380~S1).

**Abre los Oyos (Abre los Ojos).** (1999.)
*Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 255.01 VHS.* In this steamy, intriguingly complex, psychological thriller the line between reality and fantasy is hopelessly blurred. César tries to make sense of his life after a car crash leaves his once-handsome face grotesquely disfigured. After he is placed into a psychiatric penitentiary for a murder he doesn't remember committing, César’s only hope is to delve into the depths of his subconscious mind where the answer to ending his living nightmare lies in his dreams.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689627~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689627~S1).

**Abuelo, El.** (1998.)
*Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.A278 1998 DVD.* When news of his son's death brings old Count Albrit home to Spain after years abroad, he's pleased to meet his two charming young granddaughters. But one of the girls is not his son's daughter, and therefore not his true heir. The determined Count sets out to discover which granddaughter is worthy of his love and name.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2284649](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2284649).
**Adiós Momo.** (2007.)  
*Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.A357 2007*  
**DVD.** A young boy who can neither read nor write lives with his grandmother and supports them by selling newspapers, when he meets a night watchman he thinks is magical and can help him become literate.  
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**  
[http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2701397~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2701397~S1).

**Alas de Mariposa.** (1994.)  
*Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 165.01*  
**VHS.** Carmen becomes pregnant, hoping for a boy to carry on her husband's name. Guilt and fear however, keep her from breaking the news to Ami, her shy and sensitive six-year-old daughter. The new baby's birth soon triggers a series of nightmarish events.  
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**  
[http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689108~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689108~S1).

**Alias, La Gringa: Una Película.** (1994.)  
*Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 164.01*  
**VHS.** This powerful political drama from Peru follows the adventures and escapades of La Gringa, a likeable criminal capable of escaping from any jail.  
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**  
[http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689107~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689107~S1).

**Alla Lejos y Hace Tiempo.** (1988.)  
*Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 69.01*  
**VHS.** While growing up on the pampas, a young boy becomes fascinated with nature and the mysteries of the human soul.  
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**  
[http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584245~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584245~S1).

**Amantes del Círculo Polar, Los.** (1998.)  
*Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 254.01*  
**VHS.** Two lovers are about to embark on an erotic odyssey that will take them to the ends of the earth. A story of love and sexual awakening so powerful it will alter the course of their forever.  
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**  
[http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689625~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689625~S1).

**Amor Perjudica Seriamente la Salud, El.** (2005.)  
*Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.A446 2005*  
**DVD.** This romantic comedy charts the course of a long-time on-again-off-again love affair. Stars Penelope Cruz.  
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**  
[http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2285298](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2285298).

**Amores Perros / Life's A Bitch.** (2001.)  
*Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.A4577 2001*  
**DVD.** Three different people are catapulted into dramatic and unforeseen circumstances in the wake of a terrible car crash: a young punk stumbles into the sinister underground world of dog fighting; an injured supermodel's designer pooch disappears into the apartment's floorboards; and an ex-radical turned hit man rescues a Rotweiler with a gunshot wound.  
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**  
[http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2673705](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2673705).

**Analfabeto, El.** (2003; 1960.)  
*RAYNOR RESERVES - Video / DVD PN1997.A4459 2003*  
**DVD.** Cantinflas recibe una carta con la notificación de que es el heredero de dos millones. Sin embargo, no sabe leer y trabaja como mozo en un banco. El novio de la hija del banquero y un empleado del banco se enteran del contenido de la carta y planean apoderarse de la fortuna del analfabeto; Cantinflas stars as an illiterate young man who receives a letter saying that he has been left a large sum of money from an uncle who has just passed away--but he will have to
learn to read before he is able to understand the letter.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**

http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3073134~S1.

---

_and the Earth did Not Swallow Him._ (1997.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 196.01

VHS. A haunting and powerful film about a young Mexican-American boy's coming of age amid the poverty and adversity he and his family face as migrant farm workers in the 1950's.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**

http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689798~S1.

**Angel Exterminador, El.** (1980.)


VHS. A group of dinner guests discover that they cannot leave their host's house; they seem held prisoner by a curse. Finally, they manage to leave and gather in church to thank God for lifting the curse. Then they wonder if they will be able to leave the church. Directed by Luis Buñuel.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**

http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583040.

**Angel Exterminador, El.** (1980.)


VHS. A group of dinner guests discover that they cannot leave their host's house; they seem held prisoner by a curse. Finally, they manage to leave and gather in church to thank God for lifting the curse. Then they wonder if they will be able to leave the church.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**

http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583040~S8.

**Ay, Carmela!** (1991.)


VHS. Aragón, Spain, 1938. Carmela and her two companions quit their posts as entertainers for the Republican troops in search for a better fortune. By mistake, they cross over to the Nationalist zone, get arrested and are given the chance to perform for their freedom.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**

http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1773981~S1.

**Azucar Amarga.** (2001.)


DVD. An idealistic young Cuban Communist sours on the political conditions in his country and is willing to let his girlfriend and family go to take action; Un hombre cubano joven idealista llega a un acuerdo con sus pasiones politica y romanticas en medio de las ruinas de la revolucion cubano.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**

http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2273308.

**Belle Epoque.** (1994.)


DVD. Fernando, a handsome, young Spanish Civil War deserter who befriends a free-thinking artist, finds himself in a romantic dilemma when the artist’s four beautiful daughters return to their country home. Which woman should he love?

**Check Marqcat record for more information or availability:**

http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2160799.

**Bitter Sugar.** (1996.)

Raynor Reserves/ Video-DVD PN1997 .A97 2001 c.2

DVD. A love story set against the political and economic tensions of contemporary Havana.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**

http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2273308~S8.

**Biutiful.** (2011; 2010.)

RAYNOR RESERVES - Video / DVD PN1997.2.B588 2011
**Biutiful.** Takes place in grimy and crowded parts of Barcelona that are a world away from that city's tourist attractions. Uxbal is a midlevel mobster, in charge of Chinese sweatshop workers making counterfeit watches and bags, and the African vendors who sell them. He collects and dispenses money, and runs interference with the cops. He also has two young children, a mentally unstable former wife, and a terminal illness. He is trying, despite his job, to be a good man, a good father. He tries to be stoical, tough, and compassionate, but he suffers because he cannot do good things, and he cares about the consequences of his actions.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3061851~S8](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3061851~S8).

**Black Orpheus.** (1959.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 55.01

VHS. Story based on the legend of Orpheus and Eurydice set against the colorful background of the carnival in Rio de Janeiro.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583469~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583469~S1).

**Blood and Sand.** (1990.)


DVD. A romantic tragedy about the rise and fall of a matador. Juan Gallardo, Spain's most idolized matador, returns to his home town and meets his childhood sweetheart Carmen. Also included is a newsreel (11 min.) Rudolph Valentino and his 88 American beauties made in 1923 during a contract dispute with his studio.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2153771~S8](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2153771~S8).

**Bodas de Sangre.** (1994.)


VHS. Dramatization of the famous play by Federico García Lorca.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2160532](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2160532).

**Bodas de Sangre.** (1986.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 67.01

VHS. Flamenco interpretation of the classic drama by Federico García Lorca. The National Ballet of Spain is first shown arriving at the dance studio, making up and rehearsing, dramatizing the technique by which they transform themselves into a unified dance company. The story of murderous passion and revenge is told entirely through dance without dialogue. A young bride runs off from her wedding with a married lover. Her jilted husband tracks them down and fights a knife duel to the death.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584240~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584240~S1).

**Bolero de Raquel, El.** (2003; 1956.)


DVD. Cantinflas is working as a shoeshine man in Chapultepec Park. When his godson's father is killed in a construction accident, he tries to be a father to the boy. After many adventures, he winds up as a lifeguard at a luxury hotel.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3073135~S8](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3073135~S8).

**Boquitas Pintadas.** (1996.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 178.01

VHS. "Lies, double personalities, and the evil pettiness of life in a small town" ... Container.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689470~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689470~S1).

**Bread & Roses.** (2001.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 271.01

VHS. Immigrant workers take a stand against the millions dollar corporations who employ them.
Bruto, El. (2007.)
DVD. A slow-witted but strong slaughterhouse worker who is hired by a slumlord to break a tenant strike accidentally kills one of the strike leaders. He is then drawn into a doomed affair with the landlord's wife.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2677862.

Buried Mirror, The. (1991.)
Raynor Reserves DP96.F84 1991
VHS. Written and presented by Carlos Fuentes, the best-selling Mexican author, who looks for his forebears in the mix of people that created Latin America: Spanish, Arab, Jewish, Indian, and African. He asks what is unique in their culture that is cause for celebration in the 500th anniversary year of Columbus.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1664900~S1.

Burlador de Sevilla, El. (2002.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PQ6434.B8 2004
DVD. Televised production of Tirso de Molina's play which introduced the theme of Don Juan into European literature.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2426239.

Butterfly. (2000.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.L4648 2000 Reserve Storage c. 2
DVD. A shy young boy is brought out of his cocoon by a wise teacher who shows him the wonder of the natural world around him, amidst the growing tensions and chaos of the Spanish Civil War in Galicia. Based on the novel: Qué Me Quieres, Amor? by Manuel Rivas.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2283747.

Caballero Don Quijote, El. (2002.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.C333 2003
DVD. The adventures of the legendary Don Quixote and his companion Sancho Panza. Based on the book by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2272850.

Camila. (2006; 1986.)
DVD. Recounts the true story of a young Catholic socialite from Buenos Aires, Camila O’Gorman, who falls in love and runs away with a young Jesuit priest, Ladislao Gutierrez, in 1847. Eventually they are found and executed by the repressive government.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2971656~S8.

Camila. (1995.)
VHS. Recounts the true story of a young Catholic socialite from Buenos Aires, Camila O’Gorman, who falls in love and runs away with a young Jesuit priest, Ladislao Gutierrez, in 1847. Eventually they are found and executed by the repressive government.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2087415~S8.

Capitalismo Selvagem. (1994.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 166.01
VHS. A romance between a reporter and a mining company executive. The romance crumbles when the executive's wife, long presumed dead, returns and drives the couple, the company and the country to the brink of a national disaster.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689110~S1.

Carmen. (1984.)
VHS. To complete his production of "Carmen," a director-choreographer must find a leading lady. His obsessive search for a fiery, passionate Carmen, takes him to flamenco dance schools where he eventually discovers his leading lady in an untried young dancer named Carmen. As time goes on, they find themselves living the "Carmen" story of love and treachery.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2159883.

Carne Trémula / Live Flesh. (2001.)
DVD. The lives of five people are intertwined by romance, friendship and rivalry. Victor has fallen for a woman, Elena. Elena wants nothing to do with Victor and she calls the cops when he shows up at her apartment. The two cops that show up are David and Sancho. Sancho is a chronic, abusive drunk and believes his wife, Clara may be having an affair with his partner, David. Directed by Pedro Almodóvar.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2234965.

Carro, El. (2006.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.C36 2006
DVD. The Velez family is crazy about their new car. This lower middle class family says goodbye to public transportation and says hello to the 'material world.' The car changes the family's life...you won't guess the big problems this little red car sparks.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2426148.

Cartas de Mamá. (1980.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 11.01
VHS.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1582882~S1.

Cartas del Parque. (1991.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 141.01
VHS. Two shy young lovers enlist the help of a poet to write passionate letters to each other. When the poet becomes enamored of the young woman, the three are faced with a perplexing dilemma.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689065~S1.

Casa de los Espíritus, La See: House of the Spirits, The.

Casi Casi. (2007.)
DVD. Emilio, a teenager who often finds himself being sent to the principle's office, has a crush on Jacklyne, the most popular girl in school. He decides to run for Student Council President to win her heart, but he later finds out that she's his opponent.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2620729
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rth_GbZWSGg&nohtml5=False.

Cat People. (1991.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 123.01
VHS. The classic horror tale of a young bride who believes she is the victim of a curse that transforms her into a deadly panther.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1700658~S1.

Cecilia. (2006; 1981.)
DVD. In 1830 Cuba, the son of a rich colonial family falls in love with a proud, beautiful, but poor mulatto girl. His father, however, wants him to marry a woman from his own social class.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2694219~S8.

Centinelas del Silencio. (1990.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 113.02
VHS. Presents spectacular views filmed almost entirely from a helicopter of seven important archaeological sites in Mexico. Conveys a spiritual and aesthetic impression of the lost civilizations of ancient Mexico.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1661844~S1.

Chacotero Sentimental, El. (1999.)
VHS. A young and eccentric radio show talk host has a successful program on the air. His anonymous callers tell their stories of love, entanglements, misunderstandings and passionate affairs. The film tells three different stories through three different windows, but all are equally pertinent in needing to be shared with the listeners of the world outside.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2171465.

Cid, El. (1989.)
VHS. The epic story of Spain's immortal warrior-liberator who drove back the invading Islamic hordes in the 11th Century.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2428223~S8.

Cinco dias sin Nora ; Nora's will. (2011.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2 .N673 2011
DVD. Summary: When Nora dies before Passover, her ex-husband Jose is forced to stay with her body until she can be put to rest. Jose soon realizes that he is apart of Nora's plan to bring the family back together for one last Passover feast. Jose reexamines their relationship and their love for each other.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3290327~S1.

Circo, El. (2010; 1943.)
RAYNOR RESERVES - Video / DVD PN1997.C577 2010
DVD. Cantinflas is a lowly jack-of-all-trades in a circus. He is infatuated with its glamorous female star, and his hapless bumbling disrupts the performances and the circus falls on hard times. The only thing that can save the circus is a daring trapeze act. Cantinflas volunteers to do the act and is hilarious on the trapeze, creating such a sensation that a wealthy man decides to buy the circus.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3065065~S8.

Ciudad de los Prodigios. (2005; 1999.)
DVD. El joven y ambicioso Onofre Bouvila llega a Barcelona en busca de fortuna a finales del siglo XIX, época en la que España está plagada de enfermedades y pobreza. Allí, Onofre conoce a Delfina, la hija de su arrendador, quien lo introduce a las esferas políticas de la sociedad; In the
late 1800s, young and ambitious Onofre Bouvila arrives in Barcelona in search of fortune. His landlord's anarchist daughter introduces him to the political scene. With no success finding a job, Onofre is lured into the world of organized crime.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**

http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2685915~S8.

---

**Ciudad y los Perros, La.** (1987.)

Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997 .C62 1987 c.2

VHS. Four angry cadets, who have formed an inner circle in an attempt to beat the system and ward off the boredom and stifling confinement of the military academy, set off a chain of events that starts with a theft and leads to murder and suicide. Based on the novel by Mario Vargas Llosa.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**

http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583918.

---

**Ciudad, La.** (2005.)

Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.C619 2005

DVD. Tells four stories about recent immigrants to New York City: a group of day-laborers scavenging for bricks; two teenagers from the same hometown who meet and fall in love; a homeless father who tries to enroll his daughter in school; and a garment worker who seeks justice in the sweatshops.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**

http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2588384.

---

**Como Agua para Chocolate.** (2000.)

Raynor Reserves Video/DVD PQ7298.15 .S638 C66132 2000

DVD. Romantic fantasy set in Mexico during the early 20th century. A young couple is blocked from marrying by the demands of the young woman's cold and selfish mother. To be near his love, the young man marries her sister, and she expresses her passion for him through her cooking.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**

http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2179451~S1.

---

**Como Agua para Chocolate / Like Water for Chocolate.** (2000.)

Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PQ7298.15.S638C66132 2000

DVD. Romantic fantasy set in Mexico during the early 20th century. A young couple is blocked from marrying by the demands of the young woman's cold and selfish mother. To be near his love, the young man marries her sister, and she expresses her passion for him through her cooking. Based on Laura Esquivel's famous novel.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**

http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2179451.

---

**Como Agua para Chocolate / Like Water for Chocolate.** (1994.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 145.01

VHS. Romantic fantasy set in the early 20th century about a young couple blocked from marrying by the demands of her cold and selfish mother. To be near his love the young man marries her sister, and she expresses her passion for him through her cooking.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**

http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2693355~S1.

---

**Como Agua Para Chocolate / Like Water for Chocolate.** (1991.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 145.01
VHS. Romantic fantasy set in the early 20th century about a young couple blocked from marrying by the demands of her cold and selfish mother. To be near his love the young man marries her sister, and she expresses her passion for him through her cooking.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2693355~S1.

Confesión a Laura. (1994.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 163.01
VHS. Set during a violent civil war in Columbia which occurred after the assassination of liberal leader Jorge Elieser Gaitain in 1948. Three people are trapped in Laura's house during a riot, setting the scene for an unforgettable night.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689097~S1.

Coronel no Tiene Quien le Escriba, El. (2004.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish 251.02
DVD. A retired colonel has been waiting for years for his pension. His wife and the townspeople know that he waits in vain. The colonel is blind to reality because his wait is all he has. He has pride and will not listen to his wife's nagging and the fact that they are dirt poor.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689723~S1.

Coronel no Tiene Quien Le Escriba, El. (2003.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish 251.01
VHS. An old colonel goes each Friday to the post office to see if his long-awaited pension has come through. He knows it will not; so does his wife who is still grieving over the death of their son the year before. The colonel has a mission: to elevate the grim routine of poverty and failure to a high mass of defiance. He does that by showing that a heart that has been broken still beats with vengeance.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689723~S1.

Cria! (1985.)
VHS. Surrounded by tragedy and death, a nine year-old girl comes to believe that she has the power of life and death over those close to her.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2153752.

Danzón. (2007; 1991.)
DVD. A surprising love story about a woman who finally discovers the passion that has been missing from her life.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2696079~S8.

Danzón. (2007.)
DVD. Julia is a single mother and telephone operator who spends her free time ballroom dancing. When her partner disappears, she sets out to locate him, and in turn finds herself.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2696079.

Danzón. (1993.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 129.01
VHS. A surprising love story about a woman who finally discovers the passion that has been missing from her life.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1773250~S1.
Death of a Bureaucrat. (1991.)
VHS. Comedy of a young man's attempt to fight the system.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1639702~S8.

Death of a Bureaucrat / La Muerte de un Burocrata. (1991.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.D435 1991 c.2
VHS. Spanish title: La Muerte de un Burocrata. Comedy of a young man's attempt to fight the system.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1639702.

Derecho de Asilo, El. (1983.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 10.01
VHS.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1582887~S1.

Día que Me Amen, El / The Day They Love Me. (2005.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.D443 2005
DVD. Two childhood friends reunite as adults after embarking on different journeys. Joaquín is a man that has been depressed for 8 years now, and his life makes a twist when Mara, his childhood friend, comes home. She has been gone the whole time that Joaquin has been depressed.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2426166.

Dinastía del Amor, La. (1990.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 65.01
VHS.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584900~S1.

Disparen a Matar. (1994.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 161.01
VHS. An innocent man is murdered during a police round-up while his mother watches. Refusing to accept the official version of the story, she launches a campaign for justice.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689099~S1.

Do Not Enter. (1986.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 197.01
VHS. Examination of the U.S. law which permits visas to be denied for ideological reasons. Includes interviews with those who have been excluded, with critics and supporters.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689558~S1.

Don Juan en Alcalá. (1994.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 147.01; Spanish VT 147.02
VHS. This is a recording of a live dramatic adaptation from the story Don Juan Tenorio by José Zorrilla.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689061~S1.

Don Segundo Sombra. (1987.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 39.01
VHS. Don Segundo Sombra narrates the story of Fabio Cáceres as he grows into adulthood. Don Segundo Sombra, an old "gaucho", is his mentor and model; he teaches him moral and human values through his behavior, stories, and example.
Doña Barbara. (1987.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 40.01 VHS.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583263~S1.

Dracula. (2006; 1931.)
RAYNOR RESERVES - Video / DVD PN1997.D698 2006 DVD. A vampire terrorizes the countryside in his search for human blood. Original theatrical version with the 1931 score, all-new bonus material, and all-new digitally remastered picture. Disc 2 includes the Spanish language version filmed concurrently.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2611563~S8.

Embrujo de Shanghai, El. (2005.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish 281.01 DVD. "This historical epic paints a lush yet realistic version of Barcelona in the 1940s. It follows the story of Dani, a young boy whose father was killed in the brutal violence of the Spanish Civil War. It is the start of a hot Spanish summer, and Dani is enlisted to care for a crazy neighbor—a Captain who is suffering posttraumatic stress and on an obsessive quest to close down a local industrial plant. Along with having to care for this damaged soul, Dani finds himself drawn to an older woman, the beautiful daughter of an anarchist who is dying of tuberculosis."-- http://movies.yahoo.com.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2690481~S1.

Emma Zunz. (2002.)
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2238853.

En la Ciudad sin Límites. (2004; 2007.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.C587 2004; PN1995.9.C55C375 2007 DVD. The mysterious ramblings of a dying old man hide a terrible secret that could scar his family forever; Emilio, a teenager who often finds himself being sent to the principle's office, has a crush on Jacklynne, the most popular girl in school. He decides to run for Student Council President to win her heart, but he later finds out that she's his opponent.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2617839.

Espinazo del Diablo, El. (2002.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.E87 2002 DVD. During the Spanish Civil War, young Carlos is abandoned at a completely isolated orphanage. The tensions therein have been building for years, exacerbated by the unexploded bomb resting menacingly in the courtyard. Bullies scheme, tempers flare, and a ghost that visits Carlos's bed seems to be the key to it all.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2198945.

Everlasting Gloria! (1995.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 187.01 VHS. Collection of videos that span Gloria Estefan's career from 1990-1995. Includes footage from the making of the videos.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689475~S1.

Fábula de la Bella Palomera. (1991.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 142.01
VHS. Set on a panoramic Brazilian beach, this film confronts the sexual and social tensions between classes in the romantic story of a wealthy aristocrat's obsessive desire.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689064~S1.

Fernando de Rojas: La Celestina. (2003.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PQ6428.F476 2003
DVD. Screen adaptation of the 16th century Spanish play "La Celestina" by Fernando de Rojas. Includes critical comments.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2200523.

Flores de Otro Mundo. (2005.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.F567 2005
DVD. A group of women take a bus trip to a remote Spanish village overwhelmingly populated by men. The women dream of a better life while the men ache with more romantic yearnings.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2696128~S1.

Folklórico. (1989.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 185.01
VHS. Production of the Ballet Folklórico de México de Amalia Hernández, filmed in the Palace of Fine Arts in Mexico City in 1989. Includes 12 dances which represent the culture of different regions of Mexico, including four pre-Columbian dances.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689473~S1.

Fontana de Oro, La. (1980.)
VHS. Coletilla is roughed up in a café by a group of liberals. He is rescued by Bozmediano, who takes him home, where he meets and falls in love with Clara. Based on the novel by Benito Pérez Galdós.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1582881.

Fontana de Oro, La. (1980.)
VHS. Coletilla is roughed up in a café by a group of liberals. He is rescued by Bozmediano, who takes him home, where he meets and falls in love with Clara.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1582881~S1.

Forasteros. . (2009.)
Raynor Reserves DVD / Video PN1997.2 .F673 2009
DVD. Summary: Two generations of a dysfunctional family deal with terminal illness and with foreign neighbors.
Check Marqcat for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3420461~S1.

Fortunata y Jacinta. (1987.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 46.01
VHS.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583661~S1.
**Fresa y Chocolate.** (1995.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.F738 1995 DVD. A naive young Cuban college student meets both a writer and a woman who teach him about the passion of life and the passion of love.
Check Marquest record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2019248](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2019248).

**Fresa y chocolate.** (1995.)
Raynor Reserves-Video/DVD PN1997.F738 1995 VHS. A young college kid meets a writer and a passionate woman who teach him the things that aren't taught in school.
Check Marquest record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2019248~S8](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2019248~S8).

**Fresa y Chocolate / Strawberry and Chocolate.** (1995.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 275.01 DVD. A young college kid meets a writer and a passionate woman who teach him the things that aren't taught in school. Based on the story by Senel Paz: El Lobo, el Bosque y El Hombre Nueva.
Check Marquest record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2019248~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2019248~S1).

**Frescoes of Diego Rivera, The.** (1986.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 219.01 VHS. Traces and describes the frescoes created by the famous Mexican painter and muralist Diego Rivera.
Check Marquest record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1700665~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1700665~S1).

**Frida.** (2003.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.F75 2003 DVD. The life of artist Frida Kahlo, from her humble upbringing to her worldwide fame and controversy that surrounded both her and her husband, Diego Rivera.
Check Marquest record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2201757](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2201757).

**Frida.** (2003.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish 276.01 DVD. The life of artist Frida Kahlo, from her humble upbringing to her worldwide fame and controversy that surrounded both her and her husband, Diego Rivera.
Check Marquest record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2201757~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2201757~S1).

**Frontera, La / Frontier.** (1993.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.F753 1993 VHS. During the military dictatorship of Chile, Ramiro Orellana is sentenced to internal exile. La Frontera is a desolate land inhabited by castaways whose lives are made of dreams and frustrations. Through his odyssey, Ramiro begins to find himself and to question his own personal frontiers.
Check Marquest record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2114035](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2114035).

**Fuenteovejuna.** (1980.)
Reserves Storage PN1997 .F83 1980 VHS. A dramatization of Lope Félix de Vega Carpio's play produced for Spanish television about 15th century peasants who rise up against a cruel lord.
Check Marquest record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583131~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583131~S1).

**Garden of Delights, The.** (1988.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 108.01
A ruthless tycoon suffers amnesia, paralysis, and loses his ability to communicate after an auto accident. His greedy family tries to shock his memory back in order to get his signature and his Swiss bank account. Meanwhile, he tries to capture his own identity and plots his twisted revenge.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1637448~S1.

Gendarme Desconocido, El. (2010; 1941.)
DVD. After accidentally capturing a gang of criminals, Cantinflas becomes a blundering hero who goes on to become a bungling police officer.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3065063~S1.

Green Wall, The / La Muralla Verde. (1990.)
VHS. The story of a young settler who tries to escape the bureaucracy of life in Lima with his wife and son by starting a farm in the Peruvian jungle, only to experience more problems and setbacks.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2153953.

Green Wall, The / La Muralla Verde. (1990.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 97.01
VHS. A young couple forsake their urban existence for life in the exciting but dangerous Peruvian jungle.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585380~S1.

Gringuito. (1998.)
DVD. From Chile. Ivan is eight-years-old and loves New York, but his parents have decided to move to Chile. His mother is pregnant so that he is about to lose his privileged status as an only child. His unhappiness in Chile is compounded when everyone starts calling him "Gringuito" or little Gringo. He opts to run away and fend for himself on the streets of Santiago.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2430160.

Guantanamera. (2000.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PQ7390.A375G8 2000
DVD. In this romantic comedy, Yoyita, a world-famous diva, returns to her home town of Guantanamo for an elegant reception and a surprise reunion with her once beloved, Candido. Overjoyed with the rekindled memories of her first love, Yoyita’s elated heart fizzles while in Candido’s embrace. Joining Yoyita’s funeral procession back to Havana are her sexy niece Gina, a former professor blacklisted for political nonconformity, and her husband Adolfo, a tasteless government official in charge of the funeral proceedings. As the cortege wends westward across Cuba, its path keeps crossing that of Mariano, a gallant truck driver who once had a crush on Gina and whose recurring presence crystallizes her doubts about her marriage.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2273306.

Guantanamera. (1998.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PQ7390.A375G8 1998
VHS. In this romantic comedy, Yoyita, a world-famous diva, returns to her home town of Guantanamo for an elegant reception and a surprise reunion with her once beloved, Candido. Overjoyed with the rekindled memories of her first love, Yoyita’s elated heart fizzles while in Candido’s embrace. Joining Yoyita’s funeral procession back to Havana are her sexy niece Gina, a former professor blacklisted for political nonconformity, and her husband Adolfo, a tasteless government official in charge of the funeral proceedings. As the cortege wends westward across Cuba, its path keeps crossing that of Mariano, a gallant truck driver who once had a crush on
Gina and whose recurring presence crystallizes her doubts about her marriage.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2037615.

_Hable con Ella / Talk to Her._ (2003.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.H335 2003
**DVD.** In a private clinic Barco and Benigno strike up a friendship while caring for their comatose girlfriends. We see, in flashback and flashforward, how the lives of the four become entwined and their relationships move forward. Directed by Pedro Almodóvar.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2234964.

_Herencia / Legacy._ (2005.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.H45 2005
**DVD.** Orlinda is an Italian immigrant who arrived in Argentina after World War II searching for the lost love of her life. Hardened by years of loss and loneliness she is taken aback when a young German man enters her restaurant looking for a job and the love of his life.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2429210.

_Hija del Engaño, La._ (1985.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 31.01
**VHS.** When a man discovers that his wife is deceiving him, he goes into a fit of jealousy in which he disowns his daughter by mistake.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583298~S1.

_Hijo de la Novia, El / Son of the Bride._ (2002.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.H556 2002
**DVD.** Rafael is a 42-year-old divorced father and restaurant owner who is overwhelmed with life. He feels guilty that he doesn't visit his mother, who is stricken with Alzheimer's disease; he lives in his father's shadow; he doesn't spend enough time with his daughter and he can't commit to his girlfriend. When a series of unexpected events happen, Rafael re-evaluates his life.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2284796.

_House of Bernarda Alba, The._ (1995.)
**DVD.** Story of the power struggle among the women of a noble Spanish family as they mourn the death of the paterfamilias.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2198043~S1.

_The House of the Spirits / Casa de los Espíritus._ (2001; 1993.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.H678 2001 Drama which spans three generations of the Trueba family at whose core is the stormy yet passionate relationship between the supernaturally gifted Clara and her controlling husband Esteban. Based on the novel by Isabel Allende.
Check Marqcat record for availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2209320~S1.

_House of the Spirits, The / Casa de los Espíritus._ (1994.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT171.01
**VHS.** The core of this epic tale spanning three generations of the Trueba family is the stormy, yet passionate, relationship between the supernaturally gifted Clara and her controlling husband Esteban, who resists change both politically and personally.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689469~S1.

_İa-Kuba._ (1996.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish 263.01
With the Cuban revolution as the center of this film, offers a uniquely earthy view of Cuba in the early 1960's.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2693350~S1.

**Intrusa, La.** (2002.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PQ7797.B635I58 2002
DVD. A dramatization of the short story by Jorge Luis Borges. This is a drama of passion involving two brothers inseparable in work and play, and a woman who comes between them. Soon all three are trapped in their own hell of jealousy and death.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2235832.

**Johnny Cien Pesos / Johnny 100 Pesos.** (1996.)
VHS. When a misguided teenager commits his first armed robbery with four small-time criminals, their surefire plan goes wrong and escalates into a hostage situation. In true tabloid style, the standoff with the police becomes a media circus, turning Johnny into a reluctant celebrity.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2019246.

**José Guadalupe Posada.** (1989.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 85.01
VHS. Presents the work of the Mexican artist José Guadalupe Posada.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585652~S1.

**Juana la Loca.** (2003.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video; Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.J83 2003
DVD. Joan of Castile (1479-1555, daughter of King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella) has gone down in history as "Joan the Mad." Sent alone to Brussels, sheltered eighteen-year-old Joan is a willing pawn in her political marriage to a young Hapsburg, Philip Archduke of Austria, known as "the Handsome," consolidating Spain as regional power. Amazingly, Joan falls head-over-heels in love with Philip, who reciprocates initially, but then becomes noticeably indifferent. Barely troubling to conceal his affairs, she suffers sobbing, despairing, jealous rages, becoming more miserable and fixated. Was Joan mad, or did she love Philip with such uncanny relentlessness that he was, in the end, helpless in the face of her passion?

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2696129.

**Kamchatka.** (2003.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video Summary: The story itself could have been interesting as we follow a couple who have to escape from their hometown but everything is seen through the eyes of a boy who is called Harry as in his own created world his hero is Harry Houdini.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3232791~S1.

**King and his Movie, A / La Pelicula del Rey.** (1999.)
VHS. Spanish title: La Pelicula del Rey. The story of a movie director engaged in shooting a film about Orille Antoine de Tournes, a solicitor, who went to the south of Argentina and Chile to be proclaimed, until 1860, King of Araucania and Patagonia. A parallel is established between the passions of the director and his character and the hard conditionings of reality of each of them.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2076918.

**Kiss of the Spider Woman.** (1986.)
VHS. In a prison cell somewhere in Latin America, Molina and Valentin have only one thing in common-- they are both victims of society. This is the complex story of the relationship that
develops between two men with radically different perspectives on life.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583335~S1.

Km. 0. (2004.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.K553 2004
DVD. Kilometer 0 is the very center of Madrid. It is also a meeting place as 14 lives that intersect for sex, romance, chance meetings, missed connections and mistaken identities.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2242428.

kon kon. (2010.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PQ8098.32.I35 K55 2010
DVD. DVD 1: kon kon the film (53:44) -- DVD 2: kon kon the extras (96:12) Torn sound ; Destruction of the sea; Chinos of the Aconcagua; Minga of the invisible clam; Caleu; Cecilia Concha; Juan Luis Martinez; Child of the Aconcagua; Valparaiso; Cecilia in London; Kon Kon trailer].
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3240903~S1.

Laberinto del Fauno, El / Pan's Labyrinth. (2007.)
DVD. Set in 1944 Spain, against the backdrop of the anti-Franco guerrilla warfare. When young Ofelia and her mother go to live with her new stepfather on a rural military outpost, she finds herself in a world of unimaginable cruelty. Soon Ofelia finds the creatures of her imagination in which she used to escape have become a reality and she must battle them to save both her mother and herself. In the terrifying battle that ensues, Ofelia soon learns that innocence has a power that evil cannot imagine.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2617833
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E7XGNPXdlGQ.

Land and Freedom. (1996.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 266.01
VHS. An epic tale of love and revolution during the Spanish Civil War. The story involves a British political activist as he aligns with an international band of revolutionaries fighting Franco's rise to power.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689718~S1.

Land Without Bread. (1980.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 20.01
VHS. Documents the improvished district of Las Hurdes in Spain. There are few natural resources in the area and physical barriers have tended to isolate it. The film captures the poverty, illiteracy and disease which frame the lives of the peasants. Scenes of malnutrition, death, despair and pestilence pile upon one another, but through all of this, the film makes no political comment; it simply portrays the lives of the people.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583033~S1.

Last Supper, The. (1977.)
Raynor Reserves- Video/DVD PN1997 .L38 1988
VHS. Based on a true incident from 18th century Cuban history, this film is a moral tale of a pious slaveholder who decides to improve his soul and instruct his slaves in the glories of Christianity by inviting 12 of them to participate in a reenactment of the Last Supper.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1639701~S8.

Latino family, The. (1993.)
Raynor Reserves- Video/DVD E184.S75L36 1993
VHS. Shows both the changes in the the endurance of traditional Latino famililies. Follows the paths of three generations of one Mexican-American family. Shows how the traditional roles of the elderly are being altered by their families' needs.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2080304~S1.

Lazarillo de Tormes, El. (2004.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.L36 2004 DVD. This classic, award-winning adaptation of the anonymous masterpiece tells the story of the young and constantly hungry protagonist, Lazarro, whose worldly education on the road through a series of masters presents a sly, often comical critique of 16th-century Spain.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2426238.

Leyenda del Alcalde de Zalamea, La. (1980.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 24.08 VHS. Based on the plays of Lope de Vega and Calderón de la Barca, this film provides students with an understanding of major themes of the Spanish Sigla del Oro, with special emphasis on the concept of loyalty.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583127~S1.

Libertad de los Parias, La. (1983.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 25.08 VHS. Spanish writer Juan Goytisolo talks about his work and life as an outspoken writer under Franco in an interview with Randolph Rope.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583494~S1.

Libertarias. (2004; 1996.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.L534 2004 Spain, July 19, 1936. The Spanish Civil War has just begun and women as always play their part in this human tragedy. Maria, an innocent young nun, is forced to leave the convent after the arrival of the revolutionary troops in Barcelona. She takes refuge in a brothel where she meets a group of "Libertarias," women "drafted" as freedom fighters.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2698949~S1.

Libertarias. (2004; 1996.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.L534 2004 DVD. Spain, July 19, 1936. The Spanish Civil War has just begun and women as always play their part in this human tragedy. Maria, an innocent young nun, is forced to leave the convent after the arrival of the revolutionary troops in Barcelona. She takes refuge in a brothel where she meets a group of "Libertarias," women "drafted" as freedom fighters.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2698949~S1.

Libro de Buen Amor, El. (2003.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PQ6430.A1 2003 DVD. Dramatization of the fourteenth-century poem El Libro de Buen Amor by Juan Ruiz, one of the greatest Spanish troubadour ballads and a high point of Spanish medieval literature.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2240131.

Libro de Buen Amor, El. (1980.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 24.02 VHS. Dramatization of the fourteenth-century poem El Libro de Buen Amor by Juan Ruiz. With commentary by Rosales.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1582875~S1.
**Licenciado Vidriera, El.** (1993.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PQ6324.L53 1993
VHS. A dramatization of Cervantes' *El Licenciado Vidriera*, one of the best-known of his Novelas Ejemplares.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2245508.

**Licenciado Vidriera, El.** (1980.)
Raynor Reserves Video/DVD PQ6324 .L53 1993
VHS. A dramatization of Cervantes' novel, El Licenciado Vidriera. It serves as an introduction to the work of Cervantes and is a well-known example of his Novelas ejemplares.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2245508~S1.

**Life According to Muriel.** (2000.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish 264.01
DVD. Narrated by Laura's daughter Muriel, this movie is the story of two women, Laura and Mirta, and their daughters as they try to find happiness in their lives. The two women are thrown together by circumstances and despite the great differences in their approaches to life, work at transforming disappointments and misfortunes of life into personal victories.; Ésta es la historia de dos mujeres pues intentan encontrar felicidad en sus vidas.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2693285~S1.

**Like Water for Chocolate SEE: Como Agua Para Chocolate.**

**Lista de Espera / Waiting List.** (2004.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.L57 2004
DVD. A rundown bus station in rural Cuba becomes the backdrop for romance and miracles in Juan Carlos Tabio's blend of magical realism and social commentary.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2615159.

**Looking for Victoria.** (2004.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video; Raynor Reserves DVD/Video F3021.J5L66 2004
DVD. At the same time that she has to make the choice to either stay or emigrate herself, Victoria, a young Argentine woman, sets out to find out the truth about her parents, who disappeared in 1978 when she was 18 months old.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2592851.

**Lucía Lucía.** (2003.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.L834 2003
DVD. A woman's search for her missing husband ignites a dangerous and unexpectedly romantic adventure. It's a wild ride through the mysterious territory of identity, as Lucia finds herself in a triangle of love and friendship with a reawakened passion for life that's different from anything she ever imagined. Based on the novel *La Hija del Canibal* by Rosa Montero.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2293763.

**Lunes al Sol, Los / Mondays in the Sun.** (2003.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.L864 2003
DVD. Laid off from the local shipyard, six men spend their days at the town bar, where they discuss their current state. Gruff puts up a tough front. The morose José openly worries about his wife, whom he fears might leave him. Amador, the oldest of the bunch, keeps reassuring everyone that his wife will be back any day now from her trip. Meanwhile, Lino refuses to give up hope of employment, going to interview after interview for jobs being offered to applicants half his age. Presiding over the glum bunch is Rico, the bar owner and the men's co-worker from their shipyard days.
Mala Educación, La. (2005; 2004.)
DVD. Filmmaker Enrique gets a visit from an aspiring actor claiming to be his old school friend Igancio, who has written a story about their traumatic childhood spent at Catholic school. In the story, a drag performer attempts to blackmail a predatory priest by exposing their scandalous past. When Enrique produces a film based on the story, the villainous priest from their school days arrives to tell his own version of the events.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2295620.

Mambo Kings, The. (1992.)
Raynor Reserves- Video/DVD PS3558 .I376 M362 1992
VHS. With a suitcase full of songs and hearts filled with passion, two brothers come to America in search of the American dream of fame and fortune.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2190320~S1.

Manolito Gafotas. (2005.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.M36958 2005
DVD. El valiente chico acompaña a su padre, chofer de camiones, en un viaje de trabajo. Esto le brinda a ambos la gran oportunidad de estrechar sus lazos, pero el encantador muchacho es atraido por los desastres, y nada le sale bien; When a plucky boy grabs at the chance to accompany his often absent truck driving father on a job, it's a rare chance for father and son to bond, but nothing goes right for the lovable, disaster prone kid.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2696125.

Mar Adentro / The Sea Inside. (2005.)
RAYNOR RESERVES DVD/Video PN1997.2.S423 2005
DVD. Ramón Sampedro wants to end his life because a diving accident 28 years before that turned him into a quadriplegic. For most of those years he made the most of it: writing, developing a close relationships with his family, who all help to care for him. While grateful to his family and friends for their help, Ramón was always an active person. He has come to see his life as frustrating and pointless and wishes to die with what remains of his dignity. Gené is a friend who works with a "Right to Die" organization who introduces Ramón to Julia, a lawyer he hopes will help him persuade the courts to let him end his own life. As Ramón and Julia work together on his case, Ramón finds himself falling in love with his attorney, but Ramón remains convinced that the greatest gift to him would be an end to his life.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2284792.

Maria Antonia. (2000.)
DVD. A story of love, passion, resentment, and revenge set in pre-revolutionary working-class Cuba. Maria Antonio, in a role based on Oshun, the love goddess in the religion of the African Yoruba people, is driven to a crime of passion.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2627842.

Maria Full of Grace. (2004.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.M37 2004
Maria, a poor Columbian teenager, is desperate to leave a soul-crushing job. She accepts an offer to transport packets of heroin - which she swallows - to the United States. The ruthless world of drug trafficking proves to be more than she bargained for.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2271008](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2271008).

**Marianela.** (1987.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 136.01 VHS. "The story of a disfigured orphan whose only solace is to serve as guide to a young and handsome blind man... . When he recovers his eyesight, Marianela's fragile world is shattered."-- External container.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1776539~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1776539~S1).

**Maricela.** (1985.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 189.01 VHS. Maricela and her mother Eugenia flee El Salvador for the U.S. with hopes of building a better life.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689478~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689478~S1).

**Martín Fierro.** (1996.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 179.01 VHS. Set in the Argentine interior, this film tells the story of a man who abandons his family to fight the Indians. He fails his test of courage, becomes a deserter, kills a man in self-defense, and retreats to live in an Indian village with his best friend.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583040~S8](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583040~S8).

**Mas Alla de la Ciudad Letrada : Angel Rama.** (1986.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 25.04 VHS. Uruguayan author Rama reads from his works and discusses his writing style in general.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689560~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689560~S1).

**Memorias del Subdesarrollo.** (1980.)

Raynor Reserves- Video/DVD PN1997 .M378 1971 VHS. A study of Cuban society before and after the revolution as seen through the eyes of a man who is a landlord and self-styled writer.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585368~S8](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585368~S8).

**Memorias del Subdesarrollo / Memories of Underdevelopment.** (1980.)

Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997 .M378 1971 c.2 VHS. A study of Cuban society before and after the revolution as seen through the eyes of a man who is a landlord and self-styled writer. Based on the novel: Memorias del subdesarrollo by Edmundo Desnoes.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585368](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585368).

**Memorioso, El.** (1984.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 25.06 VHS. In an interview with Reina Roffé, Borges talks about his work, discussing themes and characters in his work.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583493~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583493~S1).

**Men with Guns.** (1998.)

Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997 .M45 1998 VHS. Dr. Fuentes is a man in search of his legacy--seven medical students he trained to work in
impoverished native villages. But early in his odyssey he begins to suspect that "men with guns" got there first, and with every step he is confronted by bloody realities he had long ignored. Now, his is an almost desperate quest, but for a mythical village deep in the rainforest--one last refuge of hope called Cerca del Cielo. In Spanish with English subtitles.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2021965.

Men with Guns / Los Hombres Armados. (2003.)
DVD. An elderly physician that trains young people to provide health care to the poor people of an agricultural country finds out that many of his former students are being killed. He goes there to find out why these men with guns are killing anyone they want.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2611532.

Mexican TV Commercials. (1991.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 121.01
VHS. Presents 60 TV ads for American and Spanish products.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1700675~S1.

Miel para Oshún / Honey for Oshun. (2003.)
DVD. When his father dies, a Cuban man raised in the United States learns that he was not abandoned by his mother but taken illegally out of Cuba. He returns to Cuba to search for her, helped by his cousin and a taxi driver.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2213627.

Milagro Beanfield War, The. (1988.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 109.01
VHS. A small Mexican village threatened by development and how a single act of rebellion rekindles its pride and strength of spirit.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1637447~S1.

Milagro Beanfield War, The. (1988.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 109.01
VHS. A small Mexican village threatened by development and how a single act of rebellion rekindles its pride and strength of spirit.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1637447~S1.

Miracle in Rome. (1988.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 110.01
VHS. Margarito Duarte returns to his daughter's grave twelve years after her death to find her body intact. His drive to have his daughter canonized is frustrated by the local bishop, requiring a different kind of miracle.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1637455~S1.

Misma Luna, La. (2008.)
DVD. Tells the parallel stories of nine-year-old Carlitos and his mother, Rosario. In the hopes of providing a better life for her son, Rosario works illegally in the U.S. In Mexico, her mother cares for Carlitos. Unexpected circumstances drive both Rosario and Carlitos to embark on their own journeys in a desperate attempt to reunite. Along the way, mother and son face challenges and obstacles but never lose hope that they will one day be together again.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
**Miss Mary.** (1991.)
VHS. Set in Buenos Aires, this is the story of a cultured English governess whose display of compassion disrupts the tradition-bound existence of the wealthy household in which she works.

**Mission, The.** (1987.)
DVD. A powerful epic about a man of the sword and a man of the cloth who unite to shield a South American Indian tribe from brutal subjugation by 18th century colonial empires.

**Modelos para Desarmar.** (1983.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 25.03
VHS. Argentine writer Julio Cortázar reads from several of his works. In a candid interview with Saúl Sosnowski, Cortázar talks about his life and work.

**Motorcycle Diaries, The / Diarios de Motocicleta.** (2005.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2M643 2005
DVD. An inspirational adventure, based on the true story of two young men whose thrilling and dangerous road trip across Latin America becomes a life-changing journey of self-discovery. Based on the books *Notas de Viaje* by Ernesto Guevara, and *Con el Che Por Sudamérica* by Alberto Granado.

**Muerte y la Brujula, La.** (2002.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.D4318 2002
DVD. A dramatization of the short story by Jorge Luis Borges. This mystery revolves around a series of three identical assassinations, each committed on the third day of the month, for three consecutive months, in three different locations. Following the clues, a clever detective stumbles into the perfect trap.

**Muerto, El.** (1987.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 38.01
VHS. The story of Benjamin Ortalora and the Uruguayan civil war at the end of the nineteenth century.

**Mujeres al Borde de un Ataque de "Nervios" / Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown.** (2001.)
DVD. Comedy film about a woman who has been jilted by the love of her life, her friend who discovers her lover is a a Shiite terrorist, and her ex-lover’s crazed wife. Directed by Pedro Almodóvar.

---

[http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2710197~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2710197~S1)
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nq1j1c-ltZw&nohtml5=False](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nq1j1c-ltZw&nohtml5=False)

[http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2424546](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2424546)

[http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2248286~S8](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2248286~S8)

[http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583492~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583492~S1)

[http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2272844](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2272844)

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6jz_b80V5g&nohtml5=False](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6jz_b80V5g&nohtml5=False)

[http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2238851](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2238851)

[http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583472~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583472~S1)
Mujeres al borde de un ataque de 'nervios' / Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown.
(1989; 1988.)
VHS. Comedy about a woman who has been jilted by the love of her life, her friend who is in love with a terrorist, and her ex-lover's crazed wife. Mix them all together and you end up with women on the verge of a nervous breakdown!
Check Marqcat record for availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585385~S1.

Nada +. (2005.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.N34 2005
DVD. In Havana, a post office branch is more than a place of bureaucratic rules and regulations to ensure effective public services. This is where Carla Perez works. More than merely sending and receiving letters, she aims to help her companions in finding happiness and love.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2615086.

Nana, La. (2010.)
RAYNOR RESERVES - Video / DVD AVM PN1997.2.N363 2010
DVD. Raquel has worked as a housemaid for an upper-class Santiago, Chile, family for 23 years. On Raquel's 41st birthday, Pilar Valdez and family force the sullen, withdrawn maid to emerge from her kitchen sanctum and join the family for a celebration, but her discomfort is as strong as the family's need to acknowledge their awkward dependence on her. Raquel becomes unable to care for the house alone and new help is hired, which throws her into a jealous frenzy. The home soon becomes the stage for Raquel's darkly comedic tricks as she drives away anyone trying to take her place.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3052030~S8
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zahCX_w7LiY.

Niebla. (1978.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 24.12
VHS.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585647~S1.

Niña de tus Ojos, La / Girl of your Dreams. (2004.)
DVD. In Civil War torn Spain, Germany invites a group of filmmakers to shoot two versions of the Andalusian musical drama "The girl of your dreams" in Berlin. Happy to leave the war behind them, the troupe of Spaniards starts filming in Hitler's Berlin. The hospitality upon their arrival has more to do with the youthful charms of Macarena Granada. What's more, the only Andalusion-looking extras in Germany are the gypsies and Jewish prisoners in a nearby concentration camp. When Macarena befriends one of the prisoners, the troupe must decide if the movie is more important than their lives.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2285297.

No Habrá más Penas ni Olvido. (2001.)
DVD. A political difference erupts into a civil war in a small town in Argentina as Peronists clash with leftists in 1974. The film begins with slapstick-like violence that grows into deadly confrontations by the end of the film; Una salvaje comedia negra sobre el estallido de una pequeña revolución en un tranquilo pueblo argentino, cuando un político peronista acusa de comunista a un empleado municipal. Lo que sigue es una ridicula guerra que trae consigo un serio mensaje. Mientras su contenido político es especialmente relevante para comprender las raíces sociales y psicológicas de las dictaduras, su dura comidicidad y su verdad sobre la insensatez humana dan esta historia un sentido universal. Based on the novel by Osvaldo Soriano.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2162285.
**No Habrá más Penas ni Olvido.** (1987.)
Storage BibCon M1303 (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 68.01
VHS. Petty rivalries erupt into a local civil war in this satire of political and human follies.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584242~S1.

**Norte, El.** (2005.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.N536 2005
DVD. A drama about a Guatamalan brother and sister seeking better lives. They set out for the promised land, "El Norte."
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2399957.

**Norte, El.** (1984.)
VHS. A drama about a Guatamalan brother and sister seeking better lives. They set out for the promised land, "El Norte."
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2153773.

**Norte, El.** (1984.)
VHS. A drama about a Guatamalan brother and sister seeking better lives. They set out for the promised land, "El Norte."
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2254663.

**Nueba Yol 1 & 3.** (2006.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1995.9.C55N84 2006
DVD. "Nueba yol": Balbuena viaja a Nueva York en busca del sueño americano. Mientras se enfrenta de forma divirtida con una nueva cultura y con los típicos obstáculos de un inmigrante ilegal; "Nueba yol 3": Balbuena vuelve a Nueva York, y continúa su lucha por alcanzar el sueño americano. Para estar legalmente en Nueva York, Balbuena necesitará casarse con una ciudadana Americana, lo logra, y de esa forma le agrega más complicaciones a su ya enredada vida; Laugh watching this good nature immigrant struggle for the American dream in the Big Apple.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2678050.

**Nueba Yol: (a Funny Way to Say New York) plus "Short subjects".** (2006.)
Storage BibCon M1303J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 199.01
VHS.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689526~S1.

**Nueces Para el Amor.** (2006; 2000.)
DVD. Marcelo and Alicia have an on and off romance that is set against some of the biggest events in Argentina's history. Their paths cross at the final concert of Argentine rock band Sui Generis, the 1982 World Cup, and the political unrest of 1989.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2708849~S1.

**Nueve Reinas / Nine Queens.** (2002.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.N84 2002
DVD. From Argentina. Two small-time grifters team up to pull off a big-time score involving a set of valuable counterfeit stamps known as the Nine Queens; Dos estafadores menores se juntan para llevar a cabo un crimen de primera línea que implica una colección de valiosos sellos postales falsos, llamados las Nueve Reinas.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2284795.
**Oblivion / Olvido, El.** (2007; 1994.)


DVD. A space-age battle is waged for the futuristic frontier town of Oblivion in this confrontation of cowboys and aliens. When his sheriff father is killed by the evil Redeye, Zack becomes the reluctant hero charged with saving the town from the scaly leader and his marauding hordes. Zack must also battle 20-foot scorpions and Redeye's beautiful whip-wielding assistant in order to protect the honor of his father and the future of the town.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3114173~S8](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3114173~S8).

---

**Official Story, The.** (1988.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 32.01

VHS. The wife of a businessman finds herself face to face with terror as she begins to discover that her own daughter, adopted at birth, may have been stolen.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583300~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583300~S1).

---

**Official story.** (2004.)

Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997 .H578 2004

DVD. Summary: An Argentine teacher believes her adopted daughter’s parents may have been murdered political prisoners and begins a quest to learn the truth.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1599171~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1599171~S1).

---

**Old Gringo.** (1990.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 106.01

VHS. Set during the Mexican Revolution, a frustrated spinster, a retired journalist, and a fiery young general are inexplicably drawn together as they face love, death and war.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1582866](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1582866).

---

**Olvidados, Los.** (1980.)


VHS. Directed by Luis Bûnuel.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1582866](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1582866).

---

**Olvidados, Los.** (1980.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 19.01

VHS. Directed by Luis Bûnuel.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1582866~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1582866~S1).

---

**On Top of the World.** (1993.)

Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 193.01

VHS. A video tour of Argentina that lays before the viewer Argentina’s fantastic natural beauty, its animal life, the archaeological sites of Tilcara and Quilmes, and the urban glories of Buenos Aires.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689517~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689517~S1).

---

**Otra Conquista, La.** (1999.)

Raynor Reserves DVD/Video F1230.O87 1999

VHS. The setting of this film is Mexico soon after the Spanish Conquest of 1521. The story revolves around an Aztec scribe named Topiltzin—the illegitimate son of the Emperor Moctezuma—and his efforts to adjust to a new and hostile world. Topiltzin is implicated in a clandestine human sacrifice which is discovered by the Spanish. He is brought before Conquerer Hernando Cortés and the Emperor’s daughter, Tecuichpo, who happens to be his half-sister. She persuades Cortés to save his life. In a public ritual, Topiltzin “converts” to Christianity, and is
then confined to a monastery. Is his conversion real?
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2076087.

Otra Historia de Rosendo Juarez, La. (2002.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PQ7797.B635087 2002
DVD. Based on the short story written by Jorge Luis Borges. Set in 1930s Spain amidst the politics of the right and the left, this is the tale of a man of humble origin who kills the town bully in a just fight. His life then takes a sudden turn, entangling him in a spiral of violence and suspicion.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2238852.

Al Otro Lado. (2007.)
DVD. Three cultures, three countries, three realities introduce us to the lives of three children that all share the same sentiment, dealing with the absence of a loved one and the need to bring them back home.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2696078.

Padrecito, El. (2003; 1964.)
DVD. El padre Sebastán (Cantinflas) es nombrado como el nuevo ayudante del párroco de un pueblo pequeño. A pesar de que al principio no es muy bien recibido por la gente, poco a poco se va ganando sus corazones; Cantinflas stars as the new priest in a town set in its ways. Thinking he is going to take the place of their beloved priest, none of the townspeople like him. While there, he stirs up controversy with his eccentric way of doing things.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3073136~S8.

Pan's Labryinth / El Laberinto del Fauno. (2007.)
DVD. Set in 1944 Spain, against the backdrop of the anti-Franco guerrilla warfare. When young Ofelia and her mother go to live with her new stepfather on a rural military outpost, she finds herself in a world of unimaginable cruelty. Soon Ofelia finds the creatures of her imagination in which she used to escape have become a reality and she must battle them to save both her mother and herself. In the terrifying battle that ensues, Ofelia soon learns that innocence has a power that evil cannot imagine.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2617833
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E7XGNPXdJGQ.

Pascual Duarte. (2004.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.P3738 2004
DVD. A vision of the post-war era as seen through the eyes of a destitute peasant. Concerns the son of an alcoholic father and a loving mother who is pushed by circumstances into a series of terrible acts. Based on the novel La Familia de Pascual Duarte by Camilo José Cela.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2426152.

Pedro Paramo. (1987.)
Reserve Storage PQ7297.R89 P4 1987
VHS.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584276~S8.

Pícaro, El. (1980.)
Raynor Reserve- Video/DVD PQ1647.P5 P53 2004
DVD. Play designed to introduce the picaresque tale. Based on the works of Cervantes, Quevedo,
Piñata, The. (1989.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 213.01
VHS. Demonstrates the piñata's construction and discusses for what occasions it is used in Mexico.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689669~S1.

Poema de Mío Cid, El. (2004.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PA6366.P64 2004
DVD. Dramatization of the epic of El Cid, along with literary discussion and historical notes on the time of Alfonso VI.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2426237.

Poema de Mío Cid, El. (2003.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PQ6366.P64 2003
DVD. Dramatization of the epic of El Cid, along with literary discussion and historical notes on the time of Alfonso VI.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2216802.

Por la Libre / Dust to Dust. (2003.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.P675 2003
DVD. Rodrigo and Roco are cousins with little in common but devotion to their grandfather. When the grandfather dies, other family members are consumed by the the old man's will and the distribution of the inheritance. The two cousins take it upon themselves to carry out their grandfather's wishes to have his ashes scattered into the sea at Acapulco and embark on a journey of self-discovery and mutual understanding.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2430161.

Promesa, La. (2005.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.P764 2005
DVD. A fanatically religious housewife forcibly frees herself from her abusive husband and becomes a nanny to the son of a wealthy family. But she becomes convinced that the mansion is haunted and that the child must be rescued--by all means necessary.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2680545.

Pubis Angelical. (1988.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 127.01
VHS. While in her hospital bed, a woman reflects on her life and the roles men have played in her life, against a backdrop of Argentine political events.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2688926~S1.

Que He Hecho Yo Para Merecer Esto? / What Have I Done to Deserve This? (2003.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.Q4 2003
DVD. An absurd black comedy that centers on Gloria, a very resourceful working class housewife and cleaning woman, who is hooked on amphetamines and must contend with her crazy family. Directed by Pedro Almodóvar.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2234966.

Que He Hecho Yo Para Merecer Esto? / What Have I Done To Deserve This? (1988.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997 .Q4 1988
Gloria, a very resourceful working class housewife, is a true feminist heroine who's on the go 18 hours a day, trying to keep her outrageously wacky family afloat. Directed by Pedro Almodóvar.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585464.

Que He Hecho Yo Para Merecer Esto? / What Have I Done to Deserve This? (1988.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 100.01
VHS. Gloria, a very resourceful working class housewife, is a true feminist heroine who's on the go 18 hours a day, trying to keep her outrageously wacky family afloat.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585464~S8.

Quijote sin Mancha, Un. (1993.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 130.01
VHS. Justo Leal y Aventado es un hombre de extracción sumamente humilde. Por lo tanto conoce las privaciones, angustias e impotencia para defenderse que padece la gente necesitada. Es por esto que, a los 30 años, decide estudiar la carrera de leyes con el fin de poder ayudarlos. La historia comienza cuando Justo está cursando el último año de derecho y se enfrenta a sus primeros casos.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1773254~S1.

Quijote, El / Don Quijote. (2002.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PQ6329.A3 2004
DVD. Dramatization of Cervantes' classic tale presented in episodic format following the structure of the book.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2240132.

Quinceañera. (2007; 2006.)
DVD. On the evening before Magdalena’s 15th birthday, her simple, blissful life is complicated by the discovery that she’s pregnant. Forced to leave her house, she finds a new family with her uncle and gay cousin; A story of love, passion, resentment, and revenge set in pre-revolutionary working-class Cuba. Maria Antonio, in a role based on Oshun, the love goddess in the religion of the African Yoruba people, is driven to a crime of passion; Three cultures, three countries, three realities introduce us to the lives of three children that all share the same sentiment, dealing with the absence of a loved one and the need to bring them back home.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2597615.

Red Squirrel, The / La Ardilla Roja. (1996.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 257.01
VHS. Jota, a troubled former pop star is the sole witness to the crash of a motorcycle ridden by a young woman. After learning of the woman's amnesia Jota pretends to be her lover, naming her Lisa and creating a fictitious life for her. Then the two take a vacation to the Red Squirrel campsite. But there may be more to Lisa than meets the eye..
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689715~S1.

Regenta, La. (1987.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 45.01
VHS. Ana Ozores is the legendary "Regenta", a woman whose life is tormented by a loveless marriage and the oppression of small town prejudices. Two men involve her in a whirlwind of passion and vengeance which is what will bring "La Regenta" to her final demise.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: .
Retrato de Teresa / Portrait of Teresa. (1980.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997 .R47 1980 c.2
VHS. Teresa is a housewife and mother whose involvement in political and cultural groups incurs the displeasure of her husband.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585396.

Retrato de Teresa / Portrait of Teresa. (1980.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) SPANISH VT 99.01
VHS. Teresa is a housewife and mother whose involvement in political and cultural groups incurs the displeasure of her husband.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585396~S1.

Rosa Blanca. (1987.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 93.01
VHS. The "Condor Oil Company" hits an immovable object in its quest for oil rights: Don Jacinto Yáñez, owner of the hacienda "The White Rose." Yet the oil company will not take no for an answer.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585365~S1.

Saludos Amigos. (2000.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 256.01
DVD. The Walt Disney version of a grand tour of South America, featuring Donald Duck, Goofy and Joe Carioca.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2690002~S1.

Santos Inocentes, Los. (1986.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 107.01
VHS. A rural Spanish family dreams of rising out of poverty and changing their life of subordination.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1637450~S1.

Secretos del Corazón. (2000.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT256.01
VHS. Over the course of a summer vacation, a young boy searches for the answers to a number of puzzling family mysteries. Javi and his friend Carlos visit an old house on the outskirts of a small Spanish village. According to his brother Juan, this is a haunted house and one can hear the voices of the dead.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689626~S1.

Señor Muy Viejo con Unas Alas Enormes, Un. (1991.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 137.01
VHS. Amid the debris of a Columbian cyclone lands a man whose seemingly miraculous anatomy attracts the curious and devout from around the world. Silent and disheveled, this fantastical "creature" is housed in a chicken coop as onlookers wait for his heavenly message which turns out to be a very mixed blessing.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1773974~S1.

Silencio de Neto, El. (2004; 1994.)
RAYNOR RESERVES - Video / DVD PN1997.S5395 2004
DVD. "Filmed in the colonial city of Antigua, The Silence of Neto tells the politically-charged story of a young boy striving to follow his dreams while his country struggles to preserve democracy amidst CIA cold-war propaganda. Through the eyes of young Neto, we are given an authentic insider's look at the diverse people of Guatemala and the historical events that have shaped their
destiny."

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2698955~S1.

Silencio Roto / Broken Silence. (2004.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.S59 2004
DVD. Lucia is attracted to Manuel, who is a supporter of the anti-Franco Resistance. When Manuel is pursued by Franco's Civil Guard he flees to the mountains and Lucia discovers the reality of political repression—the silence, the horror, the fear.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2429212.

Simon of the Desert. (1980.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997 .S532 1980 c.2
VHS. The story of St. Simon Stylixes, who chose to stand on a pillar in the desert to do penance in serving God. He is tempted by the doubting religious and laity as well as Satan, in the guise of a delectably attractive girl. Based on a story by Luis Buñuel.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1582865.

Sin Noticias de Dios / Don't Tempt Me. (2004.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.S5324 2004
DVD. Heaven has sent it's best, and the devil has enlisted his worst to do battle for ultimate supremacy. The winner is to be decided by whoever can secure the soul of a short-tempered, punch-drunk boxer on Earth. These sexy angels pull no punches. They use their brains, wiles and of course, sex appeal. Damnation has never been this seductive, and seduction never more heavenly. This boxer is not going to know what hit him, after all, he is only human! Stars Penelope Cruz.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2429207.

Solas / Alone. (2003.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.S6326 2003
DVD. A touching story about women whose emotional lives are as rich as their surroundings are poor. Maria is a troubled woman who drinks, smokes, and steals, desperate for oblivion and angry at the entire world. Emotional rescue comes in the form of her own mother who comes to visit while her father is in the hospital. Her mother cooks, crochets and befriends the gentlemanly neighbor who lives downstairs, while patiently trying to reach out to her own daughter.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2416476.

Spanish TV Commercials. (1988.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 120.01
VHS. Each video contains over 70 Spanish television commercials, which give evidence of daily Spanish life.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1702116~S1.

Spirit of the Beehive, The / La Pelicula del Rey. (1988.)
VHS. Spanish title: La Pelicula del Rey. After the Civil War, a Spanish family lives in retreat in the countryside. When a traveling cinema truck comes to their village, two little sisters are
profoundly affected by viewing the old film, Frankenstein. The younger girl becomes so obsessed
with its images and story that she tries to recreate it in reality.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2413428.

**Stand and Deliver.** (1988.)
*Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 122.01*
VHS. Jaime Escalante, a maestro de matemáticas de la Escuela Secundaria Garfield en el Este
de Los Angeles, quien rehísa aceptar que sus estudiantes son unos incompetentes. Escalante,
con adulação, apremio, halagos, vejaciones y amenazas, inspira a 18 muchachos que tienen
dificultades con quebrados y divisiones compuestas, para que se conviertan en genios de
matemáticas.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1700655~S1.

**Su Excelencia.** (2003; 1966.)
*RAYNOR RESERVES - Video / DVD PN1997.S839 2003*
DVD. Lopitos es diplomático de la pequeña república de Los Cocos y representa a su país en la
embajada de Pepeslavia. De pronto, las potencias mundiales se alinean en dos bandos: los
colorados (socialistas) y los verdes (capitalistas) y la paz del mundo se decidirá con el voto de
Los Cocos; In this comedy Lopitos is the diplomat from the small republic of Los Cocos. He
represents his country in the embassy of Pepeslavia. Soon the world powers line up in two
factions: the reds (socialists) and the greens (capitalists). World peace then will be decided by
the vote of Los Cocos.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3073137~S8.

**Subida al Cielo.** (1980.)
*Raynor Reserves-Video/DVD PN1997 .S78*
VHS. A story about a young peasant who is forced to leave his bride on their wedding night to
travel to the city to finalize his dying mother's will. On his bus ride journey he encounters a
diverse group of passengers in a picaresque adventure.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584902~S1.

**Subida al Cielo / Mexican Bus Ride.** (1980.)
*Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 78.01*
VHS. A story about a young peasant who is forced to leave his bride on their wedding night to
travel to the city to finalize his dying mother's will. On his bus ride journey he encounters a
diverse group of passengers in a picaresque adventure. Directed by Luis Buñuel.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584902.

**Super, El.** (1989.)
*Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997 .S898 1989 c.2*
VHS. A humorous and touching view of Cuban exiles living in a basement apartment during a
snowy winter in New York. El Super is the story of Roberto, a superintendent, who dreams of
his warm and friendly homeland, and stubbornly refuses to assimilate into the new culture.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585375.

**Sur, El.** (2004.)
*Raynor Reserves PN1997.S899 2004*
VHS. A dramatization of the short story by Jorge Luis Borges. In this story, a descendant of
famous ancestors dreams of more heroic times ... until a serious accident takes him to the doors
door of death, where the past and the present mingle--and where he meets his final destiny.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2238849.
Sweet 15. (1990.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 144.01
VHS. Nothing is more important to Mexican-American Marta Delacruz than her quinceañera - the traditional 15th-birthday celebration that symbolically ushers a young Mexican girl into adulthood. She is understandably angry and resentful when her father cancels the gala event. Her outlook is completely changed, however, when she accidentally uncovers her father's secret - he has never become a U.S. citizen.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689058~S1.

También la lluvia ; Even the rain. (2012.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2 .E939 2012
DVD. Summary: "Idealistic filmmaker Sebastian ... and his cynical producer Costa ... arrive in Bolivia to make a revisionist film about Christopher Columbus' conquest of the Americas. But as filming commences, the local citizens begin to riot in protest against a multi-national corporation that is taking control of their water supply. With the film shoot in jeopardy, both men find their convictions shaken. Inspired by the real-life Water Wars in Bolivia in the year 2000"--Container.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3471695~S1.

Tango. (1999.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.T3434 1999
DVD. Set in Buenos Aires, Argentina, the film tells the story of director Mario Suarez's quest to make the ultimate tango film. Lonely after his wife (one of the film's stars) has left him, Mario must find the themes that will hold the film together, while simultaneously permitting his musicians and dancers the freedom of expression that is necessary to satisfy the tango-hungry Argentine audience. Things become complicated when Mario falls in love with Elena, a beautiful and talented young dancer who is the girlfriend of the powerful and dangerous Angelo Larroca, an investor in the picture. And Mario's creative vision is challenged by his investors when he plans a scene that recreates Argentina's dark years of political suppression and "disappearances."
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2284793.

Tango Bar. (1989.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) PN1997.T346 Tango Bar burns with the white heat of Argentina's energetic, erotic national dance. Once, Ricardo, Elena and Antonio dazzled nightclub audiences with the feverish magic of the tango. That was before police-state intervention. And before Elena dropped Antonio for Ricardo. Now, as the three performers uneasily await their reunion, they look back on their years together ... and present a breathtaking, generations-spanning showcase of tangos and, well, tangles from the world-acclaimed dancers of the Tango Argentino revue.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2284793.

Temple Grandin. (2010.)
RAYNOR RESERVES - Video / DVD PN1997.2.T4174 2010
DVD. An engaging portrait of an autistic young woman who became, through timely mentoring and sheer force of will, one of America's most remarkable success stories as a leader in the field of animal husbandry and the humane handling of cattle.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3052479~S1.

Teta Asustada, La. (2010; 2009.)
RAYNOR RESERVES - Video / DVD PN1997.2.M547 2010
DVD. Fausta suffers from 'The Milk of Sorrow, ' an illness transmitted through mother's milk by women who've been raped during Peru's civil wars. Stricken with the fear that she's contracted the illness from her mother's breast milk, Fausta goes to extreme lengths to protect her own sexuality and safety. After her mother's sudden death, she finds herself compelled to embark on a frightening journey for re-awakening, freedom, and wholeness.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3052463~S8.
Tierra. (2000.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 258.01
VHS. Angel is called in to fumigate the land after a plague of woodlice imparts a distinctive, earthy taste to the wine. He falls in love with the married Angela while lusting after Mari, women reflective of his own split personality.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689653~S1.

Tigress, The. (1990.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 176.01
VHS. Three sisters - stereotypically the whore, the saint and the virgin - own a cafe in an isolated area of Ecuador. The Tigress (the whore) has supernatural powers which she will keep as long as her younger sister remains a virgin. The Tigress becomes increasingly "macho" until her sisters forsake her and the local police move in.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689466~S1.

Time for Revenge. (1986.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 72.01
VHS. A demolition worker at a remote copper mine rigs a dynamite accident to blackmail the corrupt company. He pretends to have been struck speechless in a shock from the blast. The ruthless bosses will do anything to break him.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584261~S1.

Todo Sobre mi Madre / All About My Mother. (2000.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.T627 2000
DVD. Manuela is the perfect mother. A hard-working nurse, she's built a comfortable life for herself and her teenage son. But when tragedy strikes and her son is killed in a car accident, her world crumbles. Directed by Pedro Almodóvar.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2152684
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hcVEvcP1iAc&nohtml5=False.

Travesuras Navideñas de Manolito Gafotas, Las. (2005.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.T728 2005 When Uncle Nico and his quirky fiancee come to visit, the household is thrown into chaos, leading to outrageous adventures. Somehow Manolito will maneuver his way through the madness to make sure he comes out on top; Este comiquísimo relato navideño enfoca a una familia chiflada a través de los ojos de un niño travieso. Cuando el Tío Nico y su novia vienen de visita, la casa se convierte en un caos, con graciosas aventuras y situaciones desastrosas. De alguna manera Manolito se las arregla en medio de la locura para salir a flote.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2678054.

Túnel, El. (1990.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.T844 1990
VHS. Dramatization of Argentine author Ernesto Sábato's novel, "El túnel", in which an artist becomes insane because of his inability to communicate.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2283167.

Túnel, El. (1980.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 06.01
VHS. Dramatization of Argentine author Ernesto Sábato's novel, "El Túnel", in which an artist becomes insane because of his inability to communicate.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1582884~S1.
**El túnel.** (2006.)
Raynor Reserves DVD / Video PQ7797.S214 T86 2006
DVD. Summary: Dramatization of Argentine author Ernesto Sábato’s novel, "El túnel", in which an artist becomes insane because of his inability to communicate.
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:** [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3376426~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b3376426~S1).

**Ultima cena, La ; Last supper, The.** (1977.)
DVD. Summary: Based on a true incident from 18th century Cuban history, this film is a moral tale of a pious slaveholder who decides to improve his soul and instruct his slaves in the glories of Christianity by inviting 12 of them to participate in a reenactment of the Last Supper.
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:** [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2714651~S8](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2714651~S8).

**Último Tren.** (2003.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.U485 2003
DVD.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2708848~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2708848~S1).

**Valentin.** (2004.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.V35 2004
DVD. Valentin is a nine-year-old boy whose feuding parents have left him to be raised by his eccentric grandmother. With his father visiting only occasionally, Valentin is left to look to the other men in the neighborhood for father figures, and to replace his absent mother, he warms to Leticia, one of his father's many short-term girlfriends. When he tells her personal secrets about his father, however, Valentin jeopardizes their relationship. One of Valentin's dreams is of being an astronaut one day. He sets out to discover the harsh realities about his parents, while bringing joy to those around him. (From Argentina.).
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:** [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2280119](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2280119)
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6csaBUHchOq&nohtml5=False](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6csaBUHchOq&nohtml5=False).

**Valentina.** (1988.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 94.01
VHS.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585439~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585439~S1).

**Vampiros en la Habana / Vampires in Havana.** (1987.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.V36 1987
VHS. Hilarious spoof of vampire and ganster movies presented in outrageously caricatured bawdy style.
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:** [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2037475](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2037475).

**Verano de la Señora Forbes, El.** (1991.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 143.01
VHS. Miss Forbes is a governess hired to look after two boys whose parents have taken a six-week vacation. By day, she runs the household with oppressive discipline. By night, she gets drunk on tequila. The boys spy on her nighttime binges and fantasize about her brutal death. But their plans for her death are not as grim as her ultimate fate.
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:** [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689059~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689059~S1).

**Verano de la Señora Forbes, La.** (1991.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 143.01
VHS. Miss Forbes is a governess hired to look after two boys whose parents have taken a six-week vacation. By day, she runs the household with oppressive discipline. By night, she gets
drunk on tequila. The boys spy on her nighttime binges and fantasize about her brutal death. But their plans for her death are not as grim as her ultimate fate.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2689059~S1.

**Viaje de Carol, El.** (2007; 2004.)
DVD. Carol, a 12-year-old Spanish-American girl from New York, travels with her mother to Spain in the spring of 1938, at the height of the Spanish Civil War. Separated from her beloved father, she arrives in her mother's home village and transforms the secretive family environment. Her innocence and rebellious nature drive her at first to reject a world that is both new and foreign. But she soon journeys into adulthood through a friendship with the village teacher and a young local boy.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2678103~S8
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0c3oPcMdOM&nohtml5=False.

**Vida es Sueño, La.** (2002.)
DVD. Dramatization of Calderón de la Barca's famous work. King Basilio has read in the stars that his newly born son Segismundo is destined to be a tyrant. Accepting the prediction as true, he confines his son to a tower. Twenty years later, Basilio, concerned about the succession to his throne, decides to see whether predestination or free will is the stronger force. Segismundo is drugged and brought to court asleep: if he can control his passions, he is fit to reign; if not, he will be returned to his prison and told that his palace experience was only a dream. Upon awakening in court, Segismundo is told of his royal heritage, but is unable to control his rage. Returned to his cell, Segismundo awakens and ponders whether it is his palace experience or his solitary confinement that is illusory.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2197266.

**Vida Inútil de Pito Perez, La.** (1986.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.V43 1996
VHS. Pito Perez es un soñador cuyos sueños de riqueza y poder nunca se cristalizan. No obstante, brindando su ayuda a los demás y recibiendo el desprecio y mal trato de la gente; Pito Perez dreams of having power and riches but his dreams never come true. Nevertheless, he helps other people, but he receives disregard and mistreatment.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584279.

**Vida Inútil de Pito Perez, La.** (1986.)
Reserve Storage Spanish VT 71.01
VHS. Pito Perez es un soñador cuyos sueños de riqueza y poder nunca se cristalizan. No obstante, brindando su ayuda a los demás y recibiendo el desprecio y mal trato de la gente; Pito Perez dreams of having power and riches but his dreams never come true. Nevertheless, he helps other people, but he receives disregard and mistreatment.

Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584279~S1.
**Viejo que Leia Novelas de Amor, El.** (2001.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.O4316 2001
**DVD.** A man is forced to confront a dangerous female jaguar and his own past through the sacrificial killing of the beast he has grown to love. Based on the novel *Un Viejo Que Leia Novelas de Amor* by Luis Sepúlveda.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2259991](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2259991).

**Viridiana.** (1980.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 71.01
**VHS.** Viridiana, about to take final religious vows, visits her uncle at his country estate. He drugs her and attempts rape, finds he cannot go through with it, and hangs himself, leaving the estate to Viridiana and his illegitimate son, Jorge. While Jorge pursues plans to modernize the estate, Viridiana attempts to convert it into a haven for derelicts. Left alone, the beggars take over the house for a feast which becomes an orgy; one of the beggars rapes Viridiana when she and Jorge return home. After the beggars are dispersed by police, Viridiana assumes more modern dress and joins in a card game with Jorge and his mistress. A powerful film widely considered to one of Buñuel's most important works. Directed by Luis Buñuel.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583044](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583044).

**Viridiana.** (1980.)
Raynor Reserves-Video/DVD PN1997 .V57 1987 c.2
**VHS.** Viridiana, about to take final religious vows, visits her uncle at his country estate. He drugs her and attempts rape, finds he cannot go through with it, and hangs himself, leaving the estate to Viridiana and his illegitimate son, Jorge. While Jorge pursues plans to modernize the estate, Viridiana attempts to convert it into a haven for derelicts. Left alone, the beggars take over the house for a feast which becomes an orgy; one of the beggars rapes Viridiana when she and Jorge return home. After the beggars are dispersed by police, Viridiana assumes more modern dress and joins in a card game with Jorge and his mistress. A powerful film widely considered to one of Buñuel's most important works.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583044~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583044~S1).

**Viva Cuba. [DVD videorecording].** (2007.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video
**DVD.** Summary: In a tale akin to "Romeo and Juliet," the friendship between two children is threatened by their parents' differences. Malú is from an upper-class family and her single mother does not want her to play with Jorgito, as she thinks his background coarse and commonplace. Jorgito's mother is a poor socialist who is proud of her family's social standing, and places similar restrictions on her son. What neither woman recognizes is the immense strength of the bond between Malú and Jorgito. When the children learn that Malú's mother is planning to leave Cuba, they decide to travel to the other side of the island to find Malú's father and persuade him against signing the forms that would allow it.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2737092~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2737092~S1).

**Viva San Fermin!** (1980.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 126.01
**VHS.** Describes the history and activities associated with the annual Fiesta de San Fermin, held in Pamplona, Spain. Participants in the festival are interviewed and reasons for the festival's popularity are discussed.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1720084~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1720084~S1).

**Viva Zapata!** (1987.)
Raynor Reserves- Video/DVD PN1997.V45 1952
**VHS.** Emiliano Zapata, an ally of Pancho Villa, leads the Mexican peasants in a bloody revolt against an oppressive government and overthrows President Diaz.
Check Marqcat record for more information and availability: [http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585441~S1](http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1585441~S1).
**Voces Inocentes.** (2005.)
Raynor Reserves DVD / Video
DVD. Basada en una historia real, Voces inocentes es una cuenta la conmovedora historia de Chava, un niño de once años que atrapado en medio de la guerra civil de los años 80 en El Salvador, tiene que convertirse en "el hombre de la casa" después de que su padre los abandona.
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2607864.

**Volver.** (2007.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.2.V58 2007
DVD. Raimunda lives in Madrid with her daughter Paula and her drunk husband Paco. Her sister, Sole, is separated and works clandestinely as a hairstylist for women. Years ago, in the sisters birth village, they lost their parents in a fire in La Mancha. Their aunt, Paula, still lives in the village and continues to speak about her sister Irene, mother of the two sisters, as if she were still alive. When the old aunt dies the situation changes and the past returns.
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2612264.

**Waiting for the Messiah / Esperando al Mesías.** (2004.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997.W26 2004
DVD. Set in the Jewish community of Buenos Aires. Ariel is a young man who lives with his father. He is clumsy and always questioning his own identity. He becomes acquainted with Santamaria, a laid-off banker who has become a sort of vagabond, gathering documents from the trash. In spite of the collapse of their families and projects, their relationship introduces new strategies for dealing with life’s existential crises.
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2426168.

**West Side Story.** (1991.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 128.01
VHS. A modern version of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, set in the Puerto Rican section of New York City.
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1773968~S1.

**Woman Without Love, A.** (1988.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 77.01
VHS. An unhappily married woman indulges in a brief torrid affair with an engineer, but then refuses to leave her elderly husband. Five years later, the former lover leaves a fortune to her son, causing an uproar.
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584256~S1.

**Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown SEE: Mujeres al Borde de un Ataque de "Nervios".**

**Yanco.** (1980.)
Raynor Reserves DVD/Video PN1997 .Y36 1985 c.2
VHS. A young Indian boy in a village near Mexico City learns to play a home-made violin, nicknamed "Yanco." When the old man who is his teacher dies the boy is kept from having the violin. However, each night he "borrows" it to play beautiful music, thus frightening the superstitious villagers. The film has only music, background dialogue and natural sounds, hence there are no subtitles.
**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583035.

**Yanco.** (1980.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 21.01
VHS. A young Indian boy in a village near Mexico City learns to play a home-made violin, nicknamed "Yanco." When the old man who is his teacher dies the boy is kept from having the
violin. However, each night he "borrows" it to play beautiful music, thus frightening the superstitious villagers. The film has only music, background dialogue and natural sounds, hence there are no subtitles.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1583035~S1.

**Yo, la Peor de Todas / I the Worst of All.** (2003; 1990.)
DVD. This historical drama tells the story of Juana Inés de la Cruz, one of the greatest poets of the Spanish Siglo de Oro. In order to pursue her passion for writing, Juana enters the convent. There, she develops an intimate relationship with the vicereine, who inspires her poetry. But when the forces of the Inquisition invade the convent, the women have only each to which to turn.

**Check Marqcat record for availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2652841~S1.

**Yo, la Peor de Todas / I, the Worst of All.** (1990.)
Storage BibCon M1301 (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 198.01
VHS. This historical drama tells the story of Juana Inés de la Cruz, one of the greatest poets of the Spanish Siglo de Oro. In order to pursue her passion for writing, Juana enters the convent. There, she develops an intimate relationship with the vicereine, who inspires her poetry. But when the forces of the Inquisition invade the convent, the women have only each other to turn to.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2053347.

**Yo, la Peor de Todas / I, the Worst of All.** (1990.)
VHS. This historical drama tells the story of Juana Inés de la Cruz, one of the greatest poets of the Spanish Siglo del Oro. In order to pursue her passion for writing, Juana enters the convent. There, she develops an intimate relationship with the vicereine, who inspires her poetry. But when the forces of the Inquisition invade the convent, the women have only each other to turn to.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b2053347~S1.

**Zancos, Los / The Stilts.** (1988.)
VHS. An aging professor has a brief devastating affair with a young woman who has saved him from suicide after the death of his wife.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584251.

**Zancos, Los / The Stilts.** (1988.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 21.01
VHS. An aging professor has a brief devastating affair with a young woman who has saved him from suicide after the death of his wife.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1584251~S1.

**Zoot Suit.** (1991.)
Storage BibCon M130J (FLRC videos) Spanish VT 138.01
VHS. A group of Mexican-Americans are sent to San Quentin unjustly for the death of a man at Sleepy Lagoon. Based on the actual case and zoot suit riots of 1940's Los Angeles.

**Check Marqcat record for more information and availability:**
http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=b1610197~S1.